
Month Five: Karmic Connections 
Soulmates, Soul Pods, Collective, Twin Flames, and the Ecstatic Experience 

 
Karmic Connections: 
Karmic connections are souls who come together to evolve spiritually through relationships. 
That might be a partnership, friendship, family, a teacher, or a complete stranger who impacts 
your life in a way that creates a shift. This shift can occur through the trauma initially or 
something that changes your course of life. Karmic relationships can be some of our most 
challenging and difficult relationships, and they can also be our most beautiful and legendary 
relationships.  
 
Soulmates and Twin Flames: 
A soulmate is when two souls contract to come together in a lifetime to support each other’s 
growth and development. These souls have known each other in a prior incarnation, and have 
made a soul contract to come together again to help the other person grow. While soulmates 
can be life partners, soulmates can also be friends or family members. They are not always 
meant to be marriage partners. While in relationship with each other, there can be an incredible 
heart connection and knowing the relationship is meant to be. Yet, soulmates teach each other 
through relationship. They are completing or reigniting a karma from a prior lifetime needing to 
be lived out in this lifetime. Sometimes this means the relationship is powerful and connected, 
and sometimes the relationship isn’t meant to be an intimate partnership. It can feel confusing 
when the connection feels so powerful and strong, and yet, there are circumstances not 
allowing the relationship to come together. What an individual is left feeling is the healing to 
process. An individual can have many soulmates in one lifetime. 
 
Twin flames is a theory that a soul, when it reaches a certain ascension or high frequency, it 
splits in two, and then can manifest into different bodies. The theory is while an individual can 
have many soulmates, there is only one twin flame. There is another theory about the twin flame 
connection that is slightly different... They are two souls who reflect the divine feminine and 
divine masculine to each other to create balance and a whole. Yet, twin flames are specifically 
two souls who are meant to come together to mirror the whole. 
 
My personal feedback, just based on experience, is anything is possible and there must be 
some validity if the term is so widely known. However, I personally have different perspectives 
on this, which I will share in class. 
 
Soul Pods: 
Soul pods are groups of souls who contract as a group to grow, evolve, and potentially shift 
consciousness on the planet. For example, a group coming together to learn and grow, such as 
our class, is a soul pod. A group of friends who stay together through life or a portion of life 
could be a soul pod. On the other hand, a group experiencing a genocide together in order to 
wake the world up to gun violence issues or race inequality is a soul pod too. Soul pods, just as 



soulmates, are here to transform as a collective and evolve consciousness for each individual in 
the pod itself, and also for life itself. 
 
Ecstatic Experience:  
Ecstasy is an awakening of prana in the energetic body activating the feminine frequency (also 
known as Shakti in Yoga tradition). Transcending mind, transforming brain chemistry, igniting 
endorphins, and awakening the soul's essence, which initiates at the base of the pelvis. 
 
In the yoga tradition, the ecstatic experience is Awoken Shakti. While it can coincide with 
Kundalini Shakti, Kundalini Shakti can rise in the body with sensations that are not part of the 
ecstatic experience. The tantric lineage of yoga teaches when we have purified the central 
channel, even if not fully, the masculine and feminine come together at the base of the spine - 
awakening the dormant serpent coiled around the tailbone 3 1/2 times. This energy is the 
Kundalini Shakti rising through the central channel of the body, awakening and purifying the 
energy body from the central channel outward. 
 
Ecstasy can coincide with the rise of kundalini shock to you, or ecstasy can coincide with an 
activation of the soul's essence in the second chakra area of the body sending vitality to the 
heart chakra, and influencing brain chemistry. The ecstatic experience can feel sexual. It is an 
arousal of the awakened, wild, and primal feminine essence.  
 
The ecstatic experience can be self initiated through personal practice, deep breath work and 
consciousness work, movement, and stimulation. It can also come in connection with a 
soulmate who is here to activate consciousness in an individual. The connection of the two 
bodies and the two souls coming together can awaken shakti. Because the ecstatic experience 
initiates from an area of the body that has been shamed, the ecstatic experience can feel so 
right and so wrong if the circumstances in life have not made it possible for the sacred union to 
happen in a clean way. Yet, that is the irony of the ecstatic experience. It’s messy, it’s 
uncontained, it’s wild, and it’s meant to wake up and shake up the energy system and life itself. 
 
There is beauty opening up in the ecstatic experience. The body glows in karma and is cleared. 
It’s a powerful energy clearing that happens. It does need integration, and it needs time to 
integrate, and to be without the min- judging the experience. 
 
Why this is coming up in combination with soulmates and karmic connections is because 
sometimes soulmates will come together and it can feel like ecstasy. It can be through the 
arousal and awakened experience two people are meant to come together - whether or not 
they’re meant to stay together. You may have had first-hand experience with this, or you may 
witness this with a client who meets someone and has this powerful ecstatic experience. They 
need to make sense of it… they don’t know if the other person is committed or committable.  
 
So, it can feel like the sole connection is extraordinarily powerful, because it comes with so 
much arousal, and at the same time, not knowing if it’s meant to be a grounded partnership. 



 
While it can feel contradictory to create steps to this wild and untamed process, when working 
with others or yourself, these steps could be helpful: 
 
Step One: Ground and integrate the experience. Stay in the present moment. Rest, think, and 
be. It’s not a time for doing it, and it’s not a time to make major life changes. Let your body 
breeze the process. In many cases the body is going through a form of shock while beautiful 
feelings are happening at the same time. The body, mind, and soul will need to integrate the 
experience. 
 
Step Two: Is this your life partner or is it not your life partner? Who knows! You or your client 
may not know the answer to this question for months or years. Slow down the mind and jumping 
to far ahead into the future. Stay present with what is being awakened. 
 
Step Three: While the ecstatic experience with a soulmate or partner is between two people, it’s 
ultimately a healing for the individual. So what is being healed in you? What is awakening in 
you? What are you learning? What are you feeling? These are questions to ask yourself (or 
your client) to process through. Journal on them. 
 
Step Four: Make art —- all forms of art. Ecstasy awakens the creative self. It sparks new ideas 
and creative surges. Channel this awakening into some form of creation. While there may be 
relational dynamics to process, they can be a lot less messy when we channel the wild and 
creative awakening into some form of self-expression that has nothing to do with anybody but 
yourself. 
 
Step Five: This could take a long time to unfold. Stay true to your center and to yourself. 
Become more grounded in who you are and why you are here. Be willing to have honest and 
vulnerable conversations about what you want and make space for trusting your needs will get 
met whether it comes from this person or not. If it’s not meant to be with this person, because 
they don’t have it together or are not where you are, then trust your own ability to meet your 
inner child's needs for love and partnership. 
 
With all karmic relationships, keep in mind wounds attract wounds. And wounds activate 
worries. Just as light can activate light. So sometimes your wound of abandonment can become 
activated in a karmic connection in order for you to reunite with yourself and find your 
worthiness of love. When karmic connections come together they feel powerful, ecstatic ,and 
joyful. When they part, it can feel devastating and confusing.  
 
Just remember, you activate others and their healing process in your connection with them just 
as you are activated by being a recipient. Both are receiving healing. These may be words of 
wisdom for yourself or for someone else you are supporting. 
 


